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One of the top mobile gaming sites in the United Kingdom, Wild Jack Mobile Casino, will continue it's sponsorship of two
of the world's leading snooker players. The sponsorship arrangement allows the players to forget about their finances
and to focus on being the best snooker player they can be, while providing Wild Jack with additional exposure each time
the sponsored player is featured on television.
Known collectively as "Team Wild Jack", the two players who were lucky enough to obtain this sponsorship are 27 yearold Ryan Day from Glamorgan (UK) and 29 year-old Michael "Hitman" Holt from Nottingham. While both of these players
openly express their gratitude for having their sponsorship extended another year, fans of the snooker duo will quickly tell
anyone with an open ear that it is actually Wild Jack who is lucky to have such fine players on their side.

The oldest of the two players, Hitman Holt, enjoyed an impressive season last year, grabbing headlines with a number of
career victories. Holt enjoyed a dramatic 5-3 victory over Ronnie O'Sullivan in the German Open, pushing him into the
final 16 of the coveted Malta Cup. The impressive season pushed Holt into the position of being ranked #24 before this
year's snooker season has even started, making him one of the top snooker players in the world.
The younger member of Team Wild Jack, Ryan Day, also enjoyed an impressive season last year. In fact, last season
was Day's best year to date, causing many to strongly anticipate his performance at this year's snooker tournaments.
Day is currently ranked number 16 in the world; an honor that was accomplished by reaching the finals at the Malta
Open, and the Quarter Finals Northern Ireland Trophy.
In a press conference to announce the extension of the sponsorship arrangement with Wild Jack Mobile Casino, Day
was quoted as saying, "Quality and supportive sponsorship is one of the keys to establishing stability and nurturing new
talent. I'm delighted WJMC has decided to renew its sponsorship and I look forward to rewarding their loyalty with
another best ever season."
These sentiments were echoed by Day's fellow member of Team Wild Jack, Michael Holt, who quickly chimed in to say,
"Without sponsors like WJMC snooker would be an even harder sport to compete in. Its commitment helps to ensure that
I can focus on my snooker and take a step nearer to fulfilling the potential I have."
Wild Jack Mobile Casino looks forward to the 2007/08 seasons bringing both players bigger and better rewards than they
have previously experienced. The Snooker season kicks off later this month when both members of Team Wild Jack will
be competing in the Shanghai Masters tournament.
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